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LUCINDA SARAGGA

After completing graduate school of dance in Portugal and the Netherlands, Lucinda Saragga graduated from the Ecole

Supérieure de Danse Polytechnic Institute of  Lisbon.  Dancer classical,  jazz  and especially  contemporary, she worked in

several companies with renowned choreographers and participated in many projects for children and adults. Currently,

Lucinda Saragga is professor of classical and contemporary dance at The EIMD Morocco (International School of Music and

Dance) and worked in independent choreographic projects. 

CLAIRE SAVE

Passionate about dance since childhood, Claire SAVE has been trained from a young age at the Conservatoire National de

Région de Tours (France),  She is now a dance teacher at the "Casa del Arte" in Casablanca, where she teaches mainly

classical ballet but also modern jazz and the contemporary. Always looking for a challenge, she joined the company in 2013

the "Young Moroccan National Ballet". Claire SAVE also involved in independent choreographic projects for children and

adults.

MOUAD AISSI 

At age 15, he began the Hip-Hop dance and break dance, in 2009 joined the group "LhibaKingzoo" which allows him to

participate in several battles and national and international shows. Subsequently, he obtained the 1st place in many battles

in Morocco in the category of "Footwork" and "Dancing House" .In parallel, in 2011, he started with contemporary dance

and Bengrid Khalid joined the company "K-2 FAR ". Currently Mouad AISSI works in choreographic projects within the same

company and participates in independent projects between hip-hop and contemporary dance

NABIL SANSI

Being a member of a family with musicians, Nabil SANSI had the chance to discover the world of dance with the music of

Gnawa. So it has introduced several Gnawa dance since childhood. In 2002, he discovered Hip-Hop dance, then from 2007

he began to choreograph part of the association "AL HAL". Thereafter, in 2008 he participated in several competitions at

national  and international  level  with the company "MICRO BBoys".  In  2009,  Nabil  passion for  contemporary  dance by

integrating the company "2-k-far" on the basis of his own experience of the Gnawa art.


